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1. INTRODUCTION 
The subject of the present paper has its roots in the following problem, 
which was first formulated by R. V. Kadison. Let A be a C*-algebra with 
identity 1. A quasi-state is a function p: A -+ @ which is a state on each 
C*-subalgebra of A generated by a single selfadjoint element a E A and 1, 
and which satisfies ~(a + ib) = p(a) + ip(b) for arbitrary selfadjoint elements 
a, b E A. The problem is to determine whether a quasi-state is linear, i.e., if 
it is a state on A. In the proper physical interpreation this is the problem 
of linearity of the expectation functional on the algebra of observables in 
quantum mechanics (cf. Mackey [ 10, 111 or Kadison [9] ). In two papers 
some 20 years ago [ 1,2] we initiated a study of this problem, and of 
another closely related problem: the extension problem for probability 
measures in von Neumann algebras. Since the latter is not the subject of 
the present work we just record here that the extension problem was first 
suggested by Mackey [lo]. The first important results were obtained by 
Gleason [S], some partial results were given in [2], and a complete 
solution has now been obtained in the works of Christensen [S] and 
Yeadon [ 13, 143. The problem has recently also been carried over to the 
more general setting of JBW-algebras and a positive solution is given in the 
work of Bunce and Maitland Wright [4]. 
It was shown in [2] that the extension problem for von Neumann 
algebras may be regarded as a special case of the linearity problem for 
quasi-states. In spite of important advances made by Christensen in [S] 
the situation for C*-algebras remains unclear. In this paper we reexamine 
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the abelian case, originally treated in [l]. In Theorem 1 of [l] it is 
claimed that any quasi-state on an abelian C*-algebra is linear. However, 
in [3] Akemann and Newberger pointed out that there was a gap in the 
proof of this theorem. Regardless, they went on to show that the theorem 
was true in a very special case: when A = C(X) and X is totally discon- 
nected. The present paper will show that the gap mentioned above is indeed 
an unbridgeable gap. In Section 6 below we construct an example of a non- 
linear quasi-state on C(S) where S is the unit square of the euclidean plane. 
Now any abelian C*-algebra with an identity is isomorphic to C(X) for 
some compact Hausdorff space X. The example given makes it clear that 
there are an abundance of non-linear quasi-states on C(X) also for more 
general X than the unit square. It turns out that these non-linear quasi- 
states give rise to a new class of set-functions in compact Hausdorff spaces. 
We call these set-functions quasi-measures since they generalize the regular 
Bore1 measures. The construction of a non-linear quasi-state is based on a 
close study of the connection between quasi-states and quasi-measures. As 
a consequence this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give 
the definition and basic properties of a quasi-measure p in a compact 
Hausdorff space X. The next section is devoted to the construction of a 
quasi-state, or more generally a quasi-integral based on p. In Section 4 we 
present our main representation theorem for quasi-states in terms of quasi- 
measures. In the linear case this result reduces to the Riesz representation 
theorem. In Section 5 we prove an extension result for quasi-measures 
which also is needed for the following section where we establish the exist- 
ence of a non-linear quasi-state. However, by the results of the preceding 
sections the actual construction is now reduced to the construction of a 
certain quasi-measure which is not a regular Bore1 measure. In Section 7 we 
tie up a few loose ends and give some indications about the general 
relationship between measures and quasi-measures. In particular we show 
that any pure state on C(S) (S= unit square) is the pointwise limit of a 
sequence of pure (non-linear) quasi-states. 
Our noation is mostly standard as in Rudin’s book [12]. In particular 
we employ the following conventions. If E, F are sets and f is a function 
then E <f means that f(x) = 1 for all x E E, otherwise 0 Gf (x) d 1. f < F 
means that supp f c F and otherwise 0 <f(x) 6 1. 
2. DEFINITION AND BASIC PROPERTIES OF A QUASI-MEASURE 
Let X be a compact Hausdorff space. %? denotes the collection of 
compact subsets of X, 0 denotes the collection of open subsets of X, and 
d=%UU. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. A real-valued, non-negative function p on .01 is called 
a quasi-measure in X if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) P(K)+P(X--K)=P(n KgV; 
(2) K,~K,-P(K,)GP(K,), K,, K,E%; 
(3) K,~K,=~~~~(K,~K~)=~(K,)+~(KZ),K,,K~E~; 
(4) /@J)=sup{p(K): KG U;KM], UEIG. 
For simplicity we shall also assume that p(X) = 1. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let p he a quasi-measure in X. 
(a) AO)=O; 
(b) A EB*~(A)<~(B), A, BE&‘; 
(cl !f A,, . . . . A,, are mutually disjoint members of d whose union 
belongs to ~2, then p(lJy=, Ai) = C;=, p(A,), n = 1, 2, . . . . 
(d) p(K)=inf{p(U): Kc U, UEO}; KG%‘. 
ProojY Taking K=(21 in (1) yields (a). If Kc U, KEGS, UEB then Kn 
(X- U)= Qr and X- UE%? so by (2) and (3) we get p(K)+p(X- U) = 
p(Ku (X- U)) <p(X) = 1 *p(K) < 1 - p(X- U) = p( U). Part (d) is now 
an immediate consequence of (1) and (4). By (1) and (2) we also get 
p(U,)<p(U,) if U,G U,, U,, U,EO. Suppose UGK, 17~0, KE%, and let 
E > 0 be arbitrary. By (4) there is C E ‘?Z such that C E U, p(C) > p(U) - E. 
Then p(U) < p(C) + E < p(K) + E by (2). It follows that p(U) < p(K) and we 
have established (b). It remains to prove (c). First, let U,, LIZ6 0, 
U,nUS=@.IfK~%?,K~U,vUzwehaveK=K,vK,whereK,,Kz~% 
and K, n Kz = 0. Hence, by (3) and (4) we obtain p(U, u U,) = 
sup{p(K): Kc U, u U,} = sup{p(K,)+p(K,): K, c U,, K2 c U,] = 
sup{p(K,): K, E U,} +sup{~(K~): K,G U,} =p(U,)+p(Uz). By induc- 
tion it easily follows that p is finitely additive on 55’ and on 0. Let A,, . . . . A, 
be mutually disjoint members of ,c4 whose union belongs to &. Let K be 
the union of those Ai that belong to w  and let U be the union of the 
remaining A:s. Then KEV’, UEO and Kn U=@, Ku U=AE&. Part(c) 
will follow if we can show that p(A) = p(K) + p( U). We have two cases to 
consider. (i) AEO*X-AE% and therefore p(X-- U)=p(K)+p(X-A) 
by (3) and (c) follows by (1) in this case. (ii) A E %7 * X- A E 6 and then 
p(X- K) = p(X- A) + ,u(U) by the additivity on 0, which yields (c) in this 
case. The proof is complete. 
The following problem immediateiy suggests itself: Whar is the rela- 
tionship between quasi-measures and ordinary regular Bore1 measures in X? 
We shall discuss and answer this question in several ways. We point out, 
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however, and this is one form of answer, that in general a quasi-measure 
p in X is not the restriction to d of any regular Bore1 measure in X. In fact 
p may exhibit several unusual properties: it need not be subadditive, it may 
even happen that p(K, u K2) = 1 when p(Ki) = p(K2) = 0. p may also have 
the property that around every point p E X there is an open neighborhood 
U satisfying p(U) = 0. In particular it is not possible to talk about the sup- 
port of a quasi-measure in the usual sense of a measure. Our key example 
will be presented in Section 6. 
In contrast to this one may show that for certain spaces X a quasi- 
measure p is always the restriction to d of a unique positive regular Bore1 
measure in X. This will for instance be true if X is any of the following: (a) 
any interval [a, b] on the real line, (b) the unit circle 1 z 1 = 1, (c) any 
totally disconnected space. We shall touch upon these questions in 
Section 7. 
Central to all this is the connection between a quasi-measure and the 
corresponding quasi-integral which we now introduce. 
3. INTEGRATION WITH RESPECT TO A QUASI-MEASURE 
Let p be a quasi-measure in a compact Hausdorff space X. In spite of 
some of its odd characteristics we shall see that it is possible to develop a 
perfectly meaningful integration theory based on p. The resulting integral 
will be non-linear, however. 
Let C(X) denote the continuous real-valued functions on X. For 
UE C(X) we let A(a) denote the smallest uniformly closed subalgebra of 
C(X) containing a and 1 ( = the function identically equal to one on X). A 
real-valued function p on C(X) is called a quasi-integral if (i) p(b) 2 0 if 
b 2 0, b E C(X) and (ii) p is linear on A(a) for each a E C(X). If p(l) = 1 we 
say that p is a quasi-state. We shall see that any quasi-measure determines 
a quasi-integral, and that all quasi-integrals arise in this way. 
Again, let p be a quasi-measure in X satisfying p(X) = 1, and let a E C(X) 
be arbitrary. We establish the following notation: 
Sp a = u(X) = range of a in R; 
K~={xEX:u(x)8u},aElQ; 
V~={xEX:u(x)>u},uER; 
Z(u) = p(zq), a’(u) = p( q. 
We have Kt E 59, I’: E 8 so the functions 6 and d are well defined for all real 
or. If Sp cr& [A,, A,] then B and ci map [A,, A,] into [0, 11, they are both 
decreasing, ri < 6, ii = 1, d(&) = 0. 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Let a E C(X) be arbitrary. 
(a) ci is continuous from the left, ci is continuous from the right. 
(b) ci is continuous at a point a if and only ifri is continuous at a. 
(c) 2 and a’ coincide at every point of continuity. 
(d) If ci and ci are discontinuous at a, the downwardjump for these two 
functions is the same and equals ,u( {x E X: a(x) = a}). 
(e) ci and ci are constant on each open interval I which is disjoint from 
sp a. 
Proof (a) Fix an arbitrary a > min a(x), x E X, and let E > 0 be given. 
By Proposition 2.1(d) there is VE 0 such that Kz G V and p(V) < u(Kz) + E. 
Since a > min Q(X), x E X, we may assume V’ # 0. V” is compact and dis- 
joint from KE. Hence a0 = max (u(x) : x E V} < a. Let p satisfy a0 < /I Q a. 
Then K; n v’= $3 so that Kz G K; G I/. Therefore 
ci(a) <4(/I) d u( V) < ci(a) + E 
which shows that B is continuous from the left at a. 





Hence ti(a) = 1 -(-a) h (-a), which together with the first part of the 
proof implies that ci is continuous from the right at a. 
Again, let a E Iw be fixed. If fl< y < a we have K; c VT s K; so that 
ci(a)=Li(aa)=6(a-), 
where the first equality follows from the left continuity of 6. Similarily, 
since ci is right continuous 
ci(a)=Li(a+)=(i(a+). 
Hence &(a) - G(a) = C;(a) - a(a’ ) = &(a-) - n(a) which proves (b) and (c). 
Wealsohaveci(a)-ci(a)=CL(K~)-~(V,”)=~(K,”--~)=~((xEX:a(x)=a)) 
by Proposition 2.1(c). This proves (d), and (e) is immediate from the 
definition of d and a’. The proof is complete. 
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Let UE C(X) be arbitrary, and let [A,, A,] 2 Sp a. It follows from the 
proposition above that there is a unique positive, regular Bore1 measure pa 
on [A,, A,] which satisfies 
/-&([a, PI) = 4a) - W) a,fiElR,a<p. 
pL, will have support in Sp a and satisfies ,@p a) = 1. For 4 E C( [AI, A,]) 
we define 4(a) by &a)(x) = #(u(x)), x E X. The map 4 --* b(u) is an algebra- 
homomorphism of C( [A,, A,]) onto A(u), and d,(u)=&(u) if and only if 
41(a) = &(a) for all a E Sp a. We make the following definition: 
p(a) = js,, a&,(a), a E C(W. (3.1) 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let UE C(X) and q5 E C( [A,, A,]) where Sp a~ 
[A,, A,] be arbitrary. Then 
P(~(u)) =jsD,, 4(a) &da). (3.2) 
We shall establish (3.2) through a sequence of lemmas. Let us first note, 
however, that the integral (3.1) is an ordinary Riemann-Stieltjes integral 
over the interval [A,, A,] with respect to the function -d We therefore 
obtain 
i,. ad,u,(a) = - 5” add(a) + l,ri(A,) 
21 
= - [aci(a)]z + J“’ ci(a) da + A,ci(A,) 
iI 
Hence we have 
= A, + j’* &(a) da. 
11 
p(u) = 2, + j”’ ci(a) da = i, + s(l: (i(a) da, 
AI 
(3.3) 
where the last equality follows from Proposition 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let UE C(X). Then 
P(U) = P(Q + ) - Aa- )> (3.4) 
where u=u+ -a- is the standard decomposition of a into its positive and 
negative part. 
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Proof: We have Sp a E [AI, A,] where we may assume A., < 0 
(otherwise a 2 0 and a- = 0 so there is nothing to prove). Suppose 
CIE [xl,, 01: 
ICE= {xEX:u(x)>a) 
= {xEX:a(x)<a)’ 
= {xeX:a-(x)> -ff>’ 




B(a)da= O (l-(K)” (-cl))& 
AI 5 i.1 
s 
- i.1 
= -A1 - (a-)” (a)da. o 
Now Spa- G [O, -A,] so by (3.3) we obtain that 
-A, -p(c) = j” &(a) da. 
11 
By (3.3) it also clear that 
p(u+)= j:‘ti(a) da. 
Consequently 
The proof is complete. 
LEMMA 3.2. With p us above we have: 
(a) adb+p(a)<p(b), a, bEC(X); 
(b) ~(--a) = -P(U), a E W’); 
(c) p(u+r)=p(u)+r,uEC(X),rEIW; 
Cd) I~(~)-~(b)ldIl~-bll,~,b~C(~); 
(e) ij-u+b=r then p(u)+p(b)=r,u,bEC(X),rER 
Proof (a) Choose AI, I, so that Spa u Sp b G [A,, A*]. Clearly 
a < b => 2(a) < &a) for all a E [A,, A,]. (a) now follows from (3.3). 
(b) Ifu=u’--a- then --a=~ --a+ andp(-u)=p(a-)-p(u+)= 
-P(U) by (3.4). 
607/W-4 
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(c) Let Spa G [A,, A21 and put b = a + r. Then Sp b E [A., + r, A2 + r] 









which proves (c). Next, for a, b E C(X) we have 
a<b+ [la-b11 and b 6 a + II u - b II . 
By (a) and (c) we therefore get p(a) <p(b) + [la-b 11 and p(b) < 
p(a) + 11 a-b 11 which together imply (d). Finally, suppose a + b = r, i.e., 
b = r - a = r + (-a). Then, by (b) and (c) : p(b) = r-p(a) which gives (e). 
The proof is complete. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let a, b E C(X) and suppose a. b = 0. Then 
da + b) = da) + p(b). 
Proof We first assume that a, b > 0. If a. b = 0 we must have 
KznKE=@ when a>O. Hence p(K;+b)=p(K;uK~)=p(K~)+p(K~); 
i.e., 
(a+b)” (a)=ci(a)+&a), a > 0. 
It now follows from (3.3) that p(a+ b) = p(a) + p(b) when a, b 20. In 
general let a=a+ -a-, b=b+-b-. We have a+b=(a++b+)- 
(a-+b-) and it is easily verified that (a++b+).(a-+b-)=O. Hence 
(3.4) yields 
p(a+b)=p(a+ +b+)-p(a- +b-) 
which by the first part of the proof equals p(a+)+p(b+)-p(a-)-p(b-) 
since a+b+ = a-b- = 0. The assertion now follows by applying (3.4) once 
more. 
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LEMMA 3.4. Let a, b E C(X) and suppose that a(x) = r = constant on the 
support of b. Then 
da + b) = p(a) + p(b). 
Proof. By assumption (a-r) b =0 so by the preceding lemma and 
Lemma3.2(c) we get p(a+b)=p((a-r)+b)+r=p(a-r)+p(b)+r= 
p(a) + p(b). The proof is complete. 
We shall first establish (3.2) for the following class of functions 9. 
A function 4 E C(Z), Z= [A,, &] 2 Sp a, belongs to 9 if it is piecewise 
differentiable, piecewise monotone, and piecewise constant on I. More 
precisely we shall assume that for each 4 E 3 there is a partition 
A, =ao<al < ... <a,=& 
such that the intervals Ii= [criP i, aJ, i= 1, . . . . n, fall into three distinct 
classes: 0 shall be either strictly increasing, strictly decreasing, or constant 
on all of Ii, for each i = 1, ..,, n. No two intervals from the same class shall 
have a common endpoint. In addition we assume that 4’ exists and is 
continuous on each interval I;. 
Let A denote the set of indices i (1 < id n) such that 4 is strictly increas- 
ing on Ii. Let B be the set of indices corresponding to intervals where 4 is 
strictly decreasing and let C be the remaining set of indices, corresponding 
to intervals where 4 is constant. 
LEMMA 3.5. Suppose 4 E 9 and non-decreasing. Then 
Ad(a)) = 1, d(a) &,(a). (3.5) 
Proof: We keep the notation from above. Since 4 is non-decreasing we 
have B= Qr. For any BE&Z), /I Z&m,), i= 1, . . . . n, there is a unique C(EZ 
such that &a) = p and 
Hence Kf~~~ = Kz, a E lJit A (ai- i, ai). Since # is non-decreasing we also 
have Spd(a)c Ci(~,), d(Ml so that 
= WI I+ 1” d(a) A (d(cO) 4’(a) da. 
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Now 4’ is zero on each interval Zk when kE C, so by the above this equals 
&/I,) + jA2 c?(a) @(a) da. 
11 
Integration by parts now yields 
) d&(a 
which by the definition of ,u, gives (3.5). The proof is complete, 
We now proceed to a general 4~9. 
Let pi= j&ui)-d(ai-,)l, 1 <i<n. Then define, for SEA: 
i 
0, if AI<c16criPI 
$i(@)= d(cI)-d(ai-l), aEzi 
Pi3 if cq<a<&. 
Similarly, when j E B: 
Bj, if A,,<a<or,-, 
d(a)-4(aj), aEz, 
0, if aj6ad1,. 
Now let 
e= c q,. 
iEA jcB 
LEMMA 3.6. With notation as above we have, with K(d)= q5(a0)- 
CjsB Bj: 
(a) #=ti+e-K(4), 
(b) p(4(a)) = dll/(a)) + ~(@a)) - K(4). 
Proof: (a) Let a EZ be arbitrary. a must belong to some interval Zi, 
1 <idn. 
(i) I’EA. For i’EA, i’>i, we have $Ja)=O;ifi’<iwe have $?=p?. 
Hence ~(a)=Ci,<i,ilEABi.+~(a)--(ai-l). For j~B,j>i, we have 
ej(a)=jlj and ifj<i we have ej(a)=O. Hence fl(a)=xjPi,jEB/?j. Now 
pk=O for keC and we get 
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i’ i I 
I’E A 
+ C PI+ C Pj- 1 Pj+ 1 Pk 
j>i J<l ,<i k<r 
js B /CB /EB keC 
r-l 
=,;, C~(olj)-~(a,-,)l-~(Cl;~1)+~(a)+ c P, 
.ie B 
= dta) + 1 bji4d(aO). 
IEB 
(ii) icB. 
$(a)= 1 PC, OCa) = 1 Pj + 4ta) - 4tai)3 
I' -c i J>i 
i’ E A jeB 
$(a)+@(a)= 1 Bf+4(a)-$(ai) 
I’ < i 
i’e A 
+ c fiJ+ 1 flj- 1 bJ+ 1 fik 
jzr j< i k<i 
JEB 
j  < i 
jtB jGB kcC 
= jJC, Cd(ai) - 6(ai - I )I - @(aif + d(a) + C Pj 
JEB 
= 4(a) + 1 Bj-d(aO). 
JEB 
(iii) iEC. 
@(a)= 1 Bi, e(a) = C PJ, 
I'< I J>l 
I’ c A jeB 
IC/ta) + W4 = & BP + 1 Pj+ C Pj- 1 Bj+ C Bk 
J>i j-ci 
i’ E A 
jci k<r 
JEB jEB jsB ksC 
=,gl #(aj)-d(aj--i)+ 1 bj 
jtB 
=&ai) + 1 Bi-4(ao) 
jeB 
=&Or)+ 1 /J,-&'d 
jtB 
since &a) = &a,) on Ii for in C. The assertion (a) follows. 
(b) Fixanarbitrarym, l<m<n,m~AuB. 
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(i) mEA. By definition 1+5~-/3~=0 for ~>a,, so supp($,-/?,)z 
[A,, cr,]. If i, j>m the functions tii, 0, are either zero or constant 
on [Ai, cc,]. Hence r, = Ci>m,itA ei + &,m,jEB 0, is constant on 
SUPP(lcIr?i - Bm). so LA a is constant on supp($,(a) - /?,(a)) and therefore 1 
P(@,(U) + L(a)) = P($,(Q)) + P(L(U)). 
(ii) m E B. Supp 8, c [A,, a,] so that 4, is constant on supp 8,. 
The same conclusion holds, for 8, instead of II/,. 
Starting from the left we may therefore prove inductively that 
P(ti(a)+e(a))= 1 P(tii(u))+ C p(ej(a)). 
iEA jaB 
Since I,+~ is constant on supp $( when i’ > i, and 0, is constants on supp t3, 
when j > j’ it also follows that the sums on the right-hand side above equal 
p(t,h(u))+p(O(u)). Part (b) now follows from (a). The proof is complete. 
We are now ready for the proof of Proposition 3.2. First, let 4 E 9 be 
arbitrary. We write 4 = Ic/ + 8 - K(d) in accordance with Lemma 3.6. I,G and 
-8 belong to 9 and are both non-decreasing, so by virtue of Lemma 3.5, 
Lemma 3.2(b) and (c), and Lemma 3.6(b) we get 
Finally, let 4 E C(Z) be arbitrary. 9 is uniformly dense in C(I) so there 
is a sequence {dn} G 9 such that I/ 4, - 4 jl aj + 0 as n + co. Then 
II@,(u)--+4(u)ll, +O as n + co. Proposition 3.2 and the identity (3.2) now 
follow from the uniform continuity of p, Lemma 3.2(d), and the fact that 
supp pL, G Sp a. The proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 3.1. p is a quasi-state on C(X). 
Proof: It is immediate from the definition (3.1) that p(u) 2 0 if a 3 0 
and that p(l) = 1. We must show that p is linear on A(u) for an arbitrary 
UE C(X). If b, CE A(u) we have b=&u), c= $(a) for 4, I(/ E C(Sp a). But 
then, by (3.2): 
db + cl = ~((4 + $)(a)) 
= J’spa4(a) 44~) + i,, $(a) 442(a) 
= P(~(u)) + p(ll/(a)) = p(b) + P(C). 
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Next, let t E R! be arbitrary, define q5( a) = t . a, a E Sp a where a E C(X) also 
is arbitrary. d E C(Sp a) and d(a) = t . a. Hence by (3.2) again 
p(ra)=l t .a &,(a) = tp(a). 
SPO 
The proof is complete. 
For future reference we shall also need: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let KE 55’ be arbitrary. Then 
p(K)=inf(p(a): K<a;a~c(X)}. 
Proof: Let E >O be arbitrary. By Proposition 2.1(d) there is UE Co, 
KE U such that cc(V) < p(K) +E. By Urysohn’s lemma there is a~ C(X) 
such that K < a < U. But then, for 0 < a 6 1, we must have 
SO that p(K) 6 a(a) <u(U). Hence 
~(K)~j’li(a)da=p(u)4p(K)+c, 
0 
The assertion follows. 
4. THE REPRESENTATION THEOREM FOR QUASI-STATES 
We keep the notation and conventions of the two preceding sections. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space. 
(a) To each quasi-measure u in X satisfying p(X) = 1 there 
corresponds a unique quasi-state p such that for any a E C(X) we have 
Ad(a)) = I,, d(a) 4,(a) (4.1) 
for all I$ E C(Sp a). Here pL, is the regular Bore1 measure in R determined by 
,kACa, P)) = 4a) - 4/J), a < P, a, P E l-8. 
(b) Conversely, for any quasi-state p on C(X) there is a unique 
quasi-measure p in X satisfying p(X) = 1 such that p is the quasi-state 
corresponding to u. Specifically we have, for any compact set KG X: 
(4.2) 
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Moreover, if we define pa to be the positive linear functional on C(Sp a) 
given by p,(4) = p(d(a)), then p, is the positive regular Bore1 measure on Sp 
a determined by pa. 
Remark. The existence of a quasi-state p satisfying (4.1) was established 
in the preceding section. The uniqueness is immediate from (4.1), so the 
proof of (a) is complete. With respect to (b) we note that the fact that any 
quasi-state determines a quasi-measure given by (4.2) was correctly proved 
in [ 11, although the term “quasi-measure” was not used there. However, 
for the sake of completeness, and also because the arguments can be sim- 
plified when compared to those given in Cl], we present a complete proof 
here. The validity of (b) and (c) of Lemma 4.1 below, for a general quasi- 
state p, was first noticed by E. Christensen (private communication). His 
proof of this was somewhat different from ours, however. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let p be a quasi-state on C(X) and let 0 < a, b E C(X). Then 
(a) p(a+b)=p(a)+p(b)ifab=O, 
(b) p(a) <p(b) ifa 6 b, 
(c) Id+Ab)l~ lb-W 
Proof: Part (a) follows from the observation that a, be A(a- b) 
(Lemma 1 of [ 11). Next observe that if 0 d a < b < r E R and b(x) - r if 
a(x)>0 then (r - 6) .a=0 so that a, bE A(c) for some CE C(X). Hence 
p(a) < p(b) and p(a + b) = p(a) + p(b) since p is order preserving and linear 
on A(c). 
Now let 0 < a 6 b and suppose first that b -a > E for some E > 0. Let 
o=a~<tq< . . . < a, = (I b I( 
be a partition of [0, (1 b I[] such that C(~ - a;-, = r < E for i = 1, . . . . It. Define 
ai=a A fzi-a A tlip,, b;=b A cri-b A clipI, i = 1, . . . . n. 
We have 
r if cr;<a(x) 
a,(x) = a(x) - cl;- 1 if cliel <a(x),<cr; 
0 if a(x) < cl;- 1 
and the similar characterization of bi, i = 1, . . . . n. It now readily follows that 
(i) a=Clcl ai, b=Cy=, b;. 
(ii) O<a;+i\ < ai < r and a;(x) = r if a;+ i(x) > 0. 
(iii) O<bi+l<bi<r and b,(x)=r if b;+,(x)>O. 
(iv) O<a,<b,<r and b;(x)-r if a,(x)>O. 
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By the observation above and a simple induction argument we therefore 
obtain that p(a) = Cy=, ~(a,) < x7= 1 p(b,) = p(b) in this case. Now finally 
just suppose that 0 6 a f b and let E > 0 be arbitrary. Then b + E - a >, E so 
by the result above we get p(a) <p(b +&)=p(b) +E. Since E>O was 
arbitrary we must have p(a) 6 p(b). This proves (b), and (c) follows from 
(b) exactly as in the proof of Lemma 3.2. The proof is complete. 
We now proceed to prove Theorem 4.1. Let p be a quasi-state on C(X) 
and define p on V by (4.2). Since p is a state on A(u) for each UE C(X) we 
have 0 d p(u) < 1 if 0 <a 6 1. Hence p(G) = 0, l(X) = 1, and 0 <p(K) < 1, 
KE %‘. By (4.2) it also follows directly that K, E K, =- p(K1) < p(KZ), 
K,, K2 E V’; i.e., (2) of Definition 2.1 is satisfied. We shall need: 
LEMMA 4.2 (Lemma 6, [ 1 I). Let K E %Z be arbitrary. For any E > 0 and 
each U E 0, U 2 K, there is a E C(X) satisfying K < a < U such that 
da) <P(K) + 8. 
Proof. Given E > 0 there is a, E C(X), K < a, such that ~(a,) <p(K) + E. 
Also, for U as above there is a, E C(X) satisfying K < a2 < U. Now take 
a = a, A u2 and employ Lemma 4.1 (b). The assertion follows. 
We now return to the proof of Theorem 4.1 and shall first establish (3) 
of Definition 2.1. Let K,, K2 E V and suppose K, n K, = /zr. Let E > 0 be 
arbitrary and choose ui > K,, i = 1, 2, such that p(a,) < p(Ki) + E. Since K, 
and K, have disjoint neighborhoods we may assume that a, a2 = 0. We also 
choose u>K,uK, such that p(u)<p(K,uK,)+~. Then 
K, u K, -c a(u, + a2) 6 a 
and Kj<uuiGuj, i= 1,2, and we get, using Lemma4.l(a) and (b): 
P(K,) + AKJ G dual) + da4 
= p(aa, + au2) <p(a) < p(K, u K2) + E 
< p(a, + a?) + E = p(u,) + p(a2) + E 
< AK, I+ P(KJ + 3~. 
Since E > 0 was arbitrary it follows that p( K, u K2) = p( K, ) + p( K,). 
Now define, for UE 0: 
p(U)= 1 -p(X- U). (4.3) 
Note that if U E% n 0 (4.3) is consistent with (4.2) since we know that p 
is additive on %. It remains to prove (4) of Detinition 2.1. (Lemma 8, [ 11.) 
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Let U E 0 be arbitrary and take K = X - U. Clearly, if C E U, C E V, then 
(4.3) and (3) of Definition 2.1 imply that p(C) <p(U). Now let E > 0 be 
arbitrary and choose a > K such that p(a) < p(K) + E. Let 1> Y > 1 - E and 
put b = (a A r) . (l/r). Take C= {x E X: a(x) d r}. Since r < 1 and a(x) E 1 
on K we have CC U. If r < a(x) < 1 we have b(x) = 1 and if a(x) < r then 
b(x) = a(x). (l/r). Hence 0 <a < b and b-a <E. Now b(x) s 1 on A’- C 
so that 1 -b < C. But then 1 -b < c for all c > C so 1 -p(b) 6 p(C) by 
Lemma 4.1(b) and (4.2). But then, by Lemma 4.1(c) we must have 
,u( C) 3 1 - p(u) - E > 1 - p(K) - 2~ = p(U) - 2~. 
Since E > 0 was arbitrary we get (4). We have now established that /A as 
defined by (4.2) is a quasi-measure in X. 
Let p’ be the quasi-state corresponding to p as described in (a) of this 
theorem. We want to show that p = p’. Let a E C(X) be arbitrary. Then 
On the other hand p. : q4+p(d(u)) is a positive linear functional on 
C(Sp a) and determines a unique regular Bore1 measure v, on Sp a such 
that 
P(dU)) = P,(d) = Ispa d(~) dv,(a), 4 E C(SP a). 
It therefore suffices to show that pL, = v, on Sp a. Let [A,, AZ] 3 Sp a and 
fix an arbitrary CI~ E [A,, A?]. For each n = 1, 2, . . . . let 4” be a continuous 
function on [A,, A,] satisfying O<fj,< 1, #JcI) =0 for a <a,- l/n, 
dn(a) = 1 for ~>a,. Then #,,(U)(X) = &(a(~)) = 1 for a(x)>cr, and = 0 
when u(x) < a0 - l/n. Hence KG < 4,,(u) < K& _ iln. It now follows from the 
definition of p from p (4.2) and Lemma4.l(b) that p(K&)<p(c,h,(u))< 
p(K& ,,n). Since ,U is a quasi-measure it now follows from the left 
continuity of ri (Proposition 3.1(a)) that lim, _ o. ~($,(a)) = ii( On 
the other hand we clearly have v,([Q, A,]) =lim,,,, p,(d,), so that 
v,( [a,, A,]) = Li(ao), and in general v,( [a, B)) = h(a) - S(b) = pa( [a, /?)) for 
1, <a <P<&, which shows that v,=,u, and that p = p’. The uniqueness 
of p is a consequence of Lemma 5.7. The proof of Theorem 4.1 is now 
complete. 
Remark. In view of the Riesz representation theorem we may note that 
a quasi-state is linear on C(X) if and only if the corresponding quasi- 
measure is (the restriction of) a regular Bore1 measure. The example in 
Section 6 therefore also provides us with an example of a non-linear 
quasi-state. 
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5. EXTENSION OF QUASI-MEASURES 
Let %$ denote the collection of compact subsets of X having only finitely 
many components. Let Q0 = {X- K : K E %$} and let & = $$ u Co,. Now let 
Y be the set of functions u E C(X) having the property that a- ‘( [cr, p] ) 
belongs to %7,, for all c(, b E R, a d fl. In general %‘- is not a subspace of C(X), 
but from the definition of 9 in Section 3 it follows that if a E 9“ then 
&a) E V‘ for all 4 E 9. Consequently, for any c( E R the functions cxa, a + a, 
a A CI, and a v c1 will belong to 3- if a E Y-. In particular a + and a ~ are 
in V, and trivially 1 E V. We also note that the sets K~E%$ and 
l’z=(K:‘j)‘~& whenever aE $“, cc~[W. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let a, h E Y and suppose a. h = 0. Then a + b E V. 
Proof: Suppose first that a, b 3 0. Since ab = 0 we must have 
where 0 6 tx d p. If c( > 0 the union on the right-hand side is disjoint and the 
conclusion is immediate. If c( = 0 the conclusion follows from the fact that 
the union of two compact connected sets having a non-void intersection is 
compact and connected. 
For general a, b E 3“ let c=a+ 6. We observe, just as in the proof of 
Lemma3.3,thatc+=a++bf andc- =a.-fb--.Sinceafb+=aPbP=O 
it follows by the first part of this proof that c+ and c- belong to 3”. Now 
suppose r 6 0 <b and observe that 
~-‘(C~,81)=(c+)r’([o,~])u((c~)rl([o, -a])), 
from which it follows that c E 9“. The proof is complete. 
For the remaining part of this section we make the explicit assumption 
that 3’ is dense in C(X). 
Remark 5.1. In the next section we shall take X= S= unit square in 
R2. It is then easily established that *A is dense in C(S). For instance we 
may take 9; to be the set of all piecewise linear functions in C(S) (a E C(S) 
is piecewise linear if it coincides with an afline function on each triangle of 
a triangulation of S). Clearly $‘;, c_ Y”‘, and $tl;, is dense in C(S) by uniform 
continuity. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let KE U, K E %?, U E fl. Then there is a E V such that 
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Proof: By Urysohn’s lemma there is b E C(X) such that K < b < U. By 
the assumption on V” there is a, E V such that II b - a, II < $. b(x) = 1 for 
x~Ksothata,(x)>aforx~K,andb(x)rOforx~Usothata,(x)<dfor 
x# U. Then the function a(x) = 2[((a, - a) A i) v 0] belongs to “Y, 
0 <a(x) 6 1, a(x) E 1 on K and a(x) = 0 for x $ U. The proof is complete. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let p. : zJO + R be non-negative, pa(X) = 1, and 
otherwise satisfy conditions (l)-(4) of Definition 2.1 for sets A E do. Then 
there is a unique quasi-measure ,u on d such that ,u(A) = pa(A) for all 
AE&~. 
We shall prove this result by first constructing a quasi-state p on C(X) 
from p. as in Section 3, and then take p to be the quasi-measure corre- 
sponding to p. 
Proof of Proposition 5.1. We first observe that Proposition 2.1 goes 
through with p. and do instead of ,u and &$, without change. We now keep 
the notation and conventions of Section 3, the only change being that we 
now assume that our functions a belong to 9’” instead of C(X) in general. 
By virtue of Lemma 5.1 and the observations preceding it, all the results of 
Section 3 remain valid in this situation, In particular we define p. on V by 
PO(U) = j ~1 &L,(a), UEY. (5.1) 
SPQ 
We have pa(l)= 1, ~~(a)>0 if u>O, and /p,(u)-p,(b)1 < IIu-blJ, 
a, b E Y, so p. extends by continuity to a function p : C(X) -+ R which also 
will satisfy p(a) 2 0 if a > 0 and (p(u) - p(b)1 6 II a - b I), a, b E C(X). To see 
that p is a quasi-state first observe that 
~o(d(a)) = jsp a 4(a) &a(a), UEY-, (5.2) 
for all 4 E 9 follows exactly as in the proof of Proposition 3.2. For a 
general #E C(Sp a) let $E C( [A,, &I) be an extension of 4, Sp UE 
[A,, A,], and let d,- 4 uniformly, {$n> ~9. By the continuity of p we 
therefore get: 
Ad(a)) = ~(&a)) = F+mm P~(~,(u)) 
Hence (5.2) remains valid for 4 E C( [A,, A,]) with p instead of po. Now let 
a E C(X) be arbitrary and let a, + a, {a,} G V. Let 4 E C[A,, A21 where 
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[A,, AZ] is chosen large enough to contain Spa, Spa,, n = 1, 2, . . . . Let 
E > 0 be arbitrary. Since 4 is uniformly continuous there is 6 > 0 such that 
I--c1’l <S*l4(a)-&~‘)l <E. Now choose N such that 1 a,(x)-a(x)1 < 6 
for all XE X if n > N. Then )&a,(x)) - &a(x))1 <E for all XE X when 
n > N, i.e., &a,) -+ &a) in C(X). Now let 4, $ E C( [A,, A,]) be arbitrary. 
Then 
p(b(a) + Ii/(a)) = d(4 + $)(a)) 
= J@, ~((4 + Il/)(aJ) = !-mm d&an)) 
by (5.2) and the continuity of p. It is therefore clear that p is a quasi-state 
on C(X). 
Let p be the quasi-measure corresponding to p according to 
Theorem 4.1 (b ): 
We want to show that p(K)=p,JK) for KE$&. So let KE%$, be arbitrary 
and observe that Lemma 3.7 now goes through for UE 9” because of 
Lemma 5.2 and Proposition 2.1 for &: 
pJK)=inf(p,(u): K<u;uEV]. 
On the other hand, by Theorem 4.1 p is also the quasi-state constructed 
from p so Lemma 5.2 also yields 
AK)=inf{p(a):u>K;uEV). 
Hence ,u(K) = p,(K) for all K E ‘$,. Finally, suppose p and ,u’ are extensions 
of p. to d and let p and p’ be the corresponding quasi-states on C(X). By 
construction p = p’ = p. on 9- and therefore p = p’ on C(X) by continuity. 
But then 1( = p’. The proof is complete. 
6. CONSTRUCTION OF A QUASI-MEASURE 
In this section we shall give an example of a quasi-measure which is not 
the restriction of a regular Bore1 measure. The coresponding non-linear 
quasi-state will be discussed in Section 7. Other examples may certainly be 
given, and it becomes clear that the family of quasi-measures Q on a com- 
pact Hausdorff space X is a vast class of set functions which contain the 
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family of positive, regular Bore1 measures & as a proper subset. The struc- 
ture of Q and the relationship between Q and ja;l, including necessary and 
sufficient conditions for an element p E Q to belong to A, will be taken up 
elsewhere. The example to be presented here, although seemingly special in 
nature, is also in a way the simplest possible. The construction will yield a 
quasi-state which is an extreme point in the set of quasi-states (see [2] for 
definition). 
For the construction we hall need a few standard concepts and results 
from plane topology. A curve y in lR* is a subset of lR2 for which there exists 
a continuous function 4 : I+ R2, Z= [0, 11, with range d(Z) = y. y is a 
simple curve if 4 may be chosen to be injective. y is a simple closed curve if 
d(O) = d( 1) and 4(s) # &t) when either s or t is not an end point of Z. For 
any compact subset K of R2, the set IX2 - K is open and has exactly one 
unbounded component which will be denoted by q(K), v(K) is open. If y 
is a simple closed curve the set R* - y has exactly two components: q(y) 
and a bounded component /I(y). P(y) is open and B(y)u y = B(y), 
q(y) u y = r](y). (Jordan curve theorem. For details and other results used 
below we refer the reader to [6] or [7].) We say that a simple closed curve 
y encloses a set E if E G /I(y). If K is compact and y encloses K then 
y c r,+(K). In this situation define the number 6(y, K) as follows: 
6(y, K) = sup inf { d(x, y) : x E y, y E K}. 
xcy yeK 
(6.1) 
Since y and K are disjoint compact sets we have 0 < d(y, K) < 6(y, K) where 
d denotes euclidean distance in R2. We shall need: 
LEMMA 6.1. Let C be an arbitrary compact, connected subset of R*. For 
any 6 > 0 there is a simple closed curve y enclosing C and satisfying 
6(y, C) < 6. Moreover y may be chosen to be a polygon having only horizon- 
tal and vertical sides. 
By “filling in the holes” the lemma above follows from Theorem X.20 
in [6]. 
LEMMA 6.2. Let C,, . . . . C, be disjoint, compact, connected subsets of R2. 
Then, for each 6 > 0 there exist simple, closed curves y,, . . . . yn such that 
6(yi, Ci) < 6, yi encloses Ci, i = 1, . . . . n, and such that the curves yi have no 
points in common. 
Proof Immediate from Lemma 6.1 and the fact that there is 6 > 0 
satisfying 6 < $d( Ci, Cj) for 1 < i, j < n, i # j. 
Now let’X= S= unit square in lR2, equipped with the relative topology. 
Let y,, denote the boundary of S in R*, regarded as a simple closed curve. 
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Let 9$, denote the collection of compact subsets of S having finitely many 
components, let I!!& = {X- K : K E %$,b), and let d0 = V0 u UO. We define p,, 
on sQO as follows: Let p be an arbitrary fixed point in S- yo. For KE q. let 
pa(K) = 1 if K has a connected component C with the following property: 
for any simple closed curve y enclosing C it is true that 
(i) y encloses p, and 
(ii) either yoz/?(y) or yny,#@. 
Otherwise put po( K) = 0. Then define po( U) = 1 - pO(S- U), UE Q,. We 
now have p. : ,& + (0, 1) and the following result is true: 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let p. be as above. Then 
(1) pO(S) = 1 and p0 satisfies conditions ( l)-(4) for a quasi-measure in 
Definition 2.1, for sets A E -Qo. 
(2) p,, has a unique extension to a quasi-measure p in S which on1.v 
takes the values 0 and 1. 
Remark. We shall see that ,u as defined above is not the restriction of 
a measure in X. Let 
and 1, = (y,, - 1,)). Then I,, I, E %$,, I, u l2 = yO. It is clearly possible to find 
simple closed curves yi enclosing 1, and yz enclosing I,, such that neither 
of them encloses p. Hence ~(1~) =p(l’*) =O. On the other hand p(yo) = 1 
which shows that p is not subadditive. 
Before we embark upon the proof of Proposition 6.1 we collect a few 
simple observations. 
(1) If E is any subset of S satisfying En y0 # 0 and E c b(y) for 
some simple closed curve y, then either y0 G p(y) or y n y. # 0. This follows 
from the fact that if yi n y2 = 0 for two simple closed curves y , and y2, 
then there are exactly three possibilities: 
0) y1 E fib2), 
(ii) IJ~MY~), - - 
(iii) B(h) n P(r2) = 0. 
(2) If C is a compact subset of S such that C n y. = @ then there is 
a simple closed curve y such that CG /3(y) c B(yO). Hence pa(C) = 0 if 
CE+?O. 
(3) If KG +$ has connected components C,, . . . . C, then p,,(K) = 0 if 
and only if there are simple closed curves y,, . . . . y,,, C, E fi(y,), i = 1, . . . . n, 
such that for each i either: 
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(i) PMYA or 
By Lemma 6.2 it is clear that we may take the 7;s to be arbitrarily close 
to Ci (i.e., 6(yi, Ci) small) and such that they do not have any points in 
common. 
(4) The following “elementary” compact connected subsets of S have 
,uo=l: 
(a) C= y, where y is a simple closed curve in S satisfying p E /l?(Y), 
YnYoZ0* 
(b) C = c1= a curve connecting p with a point q E YO, a E S. 
(c) C=auy, where y is a simple closed curve satisfying 
p E /3(y) E j?(yO) and c1 is a curve in S connecting a point q, E y0 with a point 
42EY. 
We shall also need the following key result: 
LEMMA 6.3. Let Cl, . . . . C, be compact, connected, and mutually disjoint 
subsets of S. Then pO(Ci) #O for at most one integer i6 n. 
ProoJ It suffices to consider n = 2. We therefore assume C, n Cz = 0, 
and also that Ci n y,, # 0 for i = 1,2; otherwise there is nothing to prove 
according to observation (2) above. We consider the following two 
possibilities: 
(a) there exist simple closed curves yi enclosing Ci, i= 1,2, such that 
-- 
P(YI)nB(Y2)=0; (*I 
(b) negation of (a). 
In case (a) the point p can belong to at most one of the fi(yi) and then 
,u,,(C?) = 0 for the other index (observation (3)). The assertion is therefore 
true in this case. 
We now turn to case (b). Let d= d(C,, C,). By virtue of Lemma 6.1 
there exist simple closed curves yi such that 
ci c B(Yih 4Y,, Ci) < $ i= 1,2. 
Then we must have y1 n y2 = 0 and since ( * ) is not true we must have 
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To be definite, suppose yr G /I(??) so that C, E /I(yr) E /?(y2). We claim that 
C2 &q(yr). To see this let B= {x~ R2 : d(x, yr) < d/4). B is open and 
BnC,=@ since 6(y,, C,)<d/4. Now B’n~(y,)=B’n~(y,) since 
q(yr)=q(y,)uy, and B”ny,=@. Hence B”nq(yl) is closed and 
where the right-hand side is the disjoint union of two closed sets. Since C2 
is connected it must be contained in one of them. Now d(y,, y2) > d/2 so 
yz~B”nq(yl) and 6(y,, C,)<d/4 imply that C2n(B”nr](y,)) must be 
non-void. Hence 
as claimed. 
Since C, and C, both have a non-void intersection with yO we know by 
observation (1) that y1 n y,, # 0. By its construction we may assume that 
y1 is a a closed polygon, intersecting yO orthogonally in a finite (non-zero) 
number of points. This implies that v](y ,) n S will have a finite number of 
components, and C, will be contained in exactly one of them, say V. V is 
determined by two consecutive points of intersection q1 and q2 on y, n y,,, 
the segment c(, of y, n S between them, and the segment a2 of yO between 
q1 and q2 which satisfies C2 n a, # 0. CI, uq is a simple closed curve 
bounding V. We now adjust this curve slightly, first by replacing t12 by a 
simple curve cc; which still connects q, and q2 but otherwise is disjoint from 
S. The resulting simple closed curve CX, u cr; now encloses C,, i.e., 
C2 E P(cx, u cc;). We finally replace this curve with another simple closed 
curve y; which is closer to C, such that C, c /J(y;) and /I(?,) n B(yi) = @ 
(Lemma 6.1). But this is contrary to assumption (b); i.e., case (b) cannot 
occur. The proof is now complete. 
Proof of Proposition 6.1. By the definition we have p,JS) = 1, p( 0) and 
( 1) of Definition 2.1 is satisfied. 
(2) Let K,, K, E%$,, K, G K,. Each component C of K, must be 
contained in some component C’ of K,. Clearly p,,(C) = la pO(C’) = 1. 
Hence dK, 16 ~dKd. 
(3) Suppose K, n K, = 0, K,, K, E qO. The components of K, u K2 
are the components of K, and Kz taken together. They are therefore all 
disjoint and by Lemma 6.3 at most one of them can have pO = 1. Hence 
POCKI u K,) = AI + ho. 
(4)(a) Let UgOO and suppose KGU, KEG??,,. S- UE?& and 
Kn(S-U)=@ so ,u,(K)+p,(S-U)=pJKu(S-U))<l+p,(K)d 
1 - Ids - U) = kdw 
607'Rhl-5 
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(b) It remains to show that 
po( U) = sup (p,(K): KG U; KE ‘ikb} 
for any U E oO. If pO( U) = 0 this is trivial by (a). So we assume that 
pO( U) = 1 and we must find Kc U satisfying fiO( K) = 1, K E Sf$,. Let 
s-u=c,u ... u C, where the Ci are compact, connected, and mutually 
disjoint, i= 1, . . . . n. We now take simple closed curves yi in accordance with 
Lemma 6.2 and observation (3) preceding Lemma 6.3. This is possible since 
po( Ci) = 0 for i = 1, . . . . n. Hence for each ie { 1, . . . . n}, we have either: 
0) P$P(Yi) or 
(ii) P E B(YJ and Yi s P(Yo). 
Moreover, no two of the yi have any points in common. Some of the curves 
yi will have the additional property that yi @ /?(y,) for any j # i. These are 
the curves with “maximal bounded domain.” After a suitable reindexation 
we may assume that y i, . . . . yk, k d n, have this property. For k <j 6 n we 
have yjs p(y,) for some id k. Moreover, if r #s, I, s 6 k, then &y,) n 
/?(y,) = a. The simple closed curves yl, . . . . yk divide the plane into exactly 
k + 1 open components. More precisely we have 
R2-ij yi=v~uv,u . ..uv., 
i= 1 
where Vi = p(yi), i = 1, . . . . k, and where V, is the only unbounded compo- 
nent of R* - Uf= i yi. We also add that we may always choose the curves 
yi such that p$ yi, i.e., p belongs to lJf=, Vi. We consider the following 
cases: 
(a) PE VO. By construction of the Vi we have S- UC Uf=, Vi so 
that V, n SG U. Now V0 is open, unbounded , and connected so there is 
a curve c1 of type (b) (observation (4)) in U. For K = c( we have p,,(K) = 1. 
(b) p E Vi for some i< k. By (ii) we have yi E B(yo). Now yi is part of 
the frontier of I’,,, so we may find a curve in V, connecting some point on 
y,, with a point on yi. Since 7;~ U this yields a curve ~1’ E U of type (c) 
(observation (4)). For K = ~1’ we have pa(K) = 1. Since either (a) or (b) 
must be satisfied this exhausts all possibilities for p, and the proof of (1) is 
complete. (2) now follows directly from Proposition 5.1, Remark 5.1, and 
Lemma 5.2. 
7. NON-LINEAR INTEGRALS 
Let p be the quasi-state corresponding to the quasi-measure p construc- 
ted in the preceding section. That is, p is a quasi-state on C(S) determined 
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by the closed simple curve y0 bounding S and a point p E S- yO. Let 
a E C(S), a > 0, be arbitrary. Since ri is a decreasing left-continuous function 
there is a real number a,, 3 0 such that B(a) = 1 for a < a0 and ii(a) = 0 for 
a > ao. By (3.3) we must have p(a) = ao, so the evaluation of p is reduced 
to the determination of this number ao. It is interesting to note that for 
several classes of functions we have Q, = a(p). For instance, for any affine 
function a(s, t) = /Is + it + 6, p, y, 6 E R, this is true. However, if a(p) = 0 
and a(x) = 1 on yo, 0 6 ad 1, we have a0 = 1 and p(a) = 1. A more specific 
example, demonstrating the non-linearity of p, follows. 
EXAMPLE 7.1. Let p = (4, 4) and define 
a(s, t) = 
i 
l-2s,o<s<; 
0, ;<s< 1. 
b is the “pyramidal” function on S whose graph is given by the four planes 
which contain the point (4, 4, 1) in R3 and the straight lines: s = 0, t = 0, 
s = 1, t = 1, respectively. So b(p) = 1 and b = 0 along these four lines, i.e., 
b(y,) = 0. It is now simple to verify that p(a) =p(b) = 0 whereas 
p(a + 6) = 1. 
It is of course possible to give more general examples of quasi-measures 
and quasi-states than the one we have considered here. However, we shall 
be content with the following slight extension for now. As above, let p be 
an arbitrary point in S - yo, and let yi be some simple closed curve in S 
which encloses p. To avoid complication we shall assume that y, is suf- 
ficiently nice to ensure that if S, = /i’(r,), then the construction of Section 6 
goes through with S, replacing S and yI replacing yo, and results in a 
quasi-measure p: in S, . (To illustrate what we have in mind we may 
assume that y, is the perimeter of a square or a circle containing p in its 
interior.) We extend p? to S by defining pl(K)=p:(Kn S,), pl(S-K) = 
1 -pi(K), KE %, KL S. It is easily verified that pu, is a quasi-measure in S, 
and that p,(A) = 0 for all A E .d satisfying A n S, = 0. As we make y, 
smaller this means that pi begins to look more like the point-measure with 
mass 1 at p. To be precise, let 2 denote the set of quasi-states on C(S). 
equipped with the topology of pointwise convergence on C(S). Then Z? is 
a compact, convex set (Proposition 1, [2]) containing the set of positive, 
linear functionals of norm one on C(S) as a proper closed convex subset 
9. A quasi-state p is pure if any quasi-integral 1 which satisfies 
0 <A(a) <p(a) for all a > 0 in C(S) is of the form 1= rp, where 0 <r 6 1, 
r E R. By Proposition 2 [2] a quasi-state p is pure if and only if p is an 
extreme point of 9. 
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PROPOSITION 7.1. (a) Each extreme point of 9 is an extreme point of 9. 
(b) If p1 is the quasi-state corresponding to the quasi-measure p, 
determined by a simple closed curve y, enclosing p then p, is an extreme 
point of 2. 
(c) Let (yj>, i= 1,2, . . . . be a sequence of simple, closed curues 
enclosing p satisfying limi, ai 6(y,, (p}) = 0, and let {pi}, i = 1, 2, . . . . be the 
corresponding sequence of quasi-states on C(S). Then lim,, m pi = pP where 
pp E 9 is the point measure given by p,(a) = a(p), a E C(S). 
Proof: (a) Let p be an extreme point of 9. Then p is a point measure, 
i.e., there is a point q E S such that p(K) = 1 if q E K, ,a(K) = 0 if q$ K, 
KE %, and where p is the measure corresponding to p. Now suppose p’ is 
a quasi-integral satisfying 0 d p’ d p, and let p’ be the quasi-measure 
corresponding to p’. Then p’(K) < p(K) for all K E %?, by (4.2), and hence 
also $(U)<p(U) f or all UE 0, by property (4) for quasi-measures 
(Def. 2.1). Suppose p’(S) = r; we have 0 6 r < 1. Now, if p(K) = 1 then 
p(S-K)=O*p’(S-K)=O+p’(K)=r. Ifp(K)=Othenp’(K)=O; hence 
in both cases p’(K) = rp(K), KE %. But then p’ = rp which shows that p is 
pure (as an element of 9) and therefore is an extreme point of 3. 
(b) Let p be a quasi-integral satisfying 0 <p < p, and let p be the 
quasi-measure corresponding to p. Since pi only takes the values 0 and 1 
we may argue as in (a) to show that p = rp, so that p = rp,. The assertion 
follows. 
(c) It suffices to show that p,(a) +a(p) for a30 as i+ co. Let E>O 
and 0 <a~ C(S) be arbitrary. Let N be a neighborhood of p such that 
la(x)-a(p)1 <E when XE N. By assumption there is an i, such that 
i>iO*B(yi)zN. Hence, for aba(p)-E we have B(JJ~)sK~, so pi(Kz)= 
pi(p(yi))= 1. If aaa(p)+E we get Kf:n/l(yi)=O so that ,ai(Kz)=O. it 
follows that 
5 
II 0 II 
a(p)-&< o Pi(Kt)dada(P)+E 
which by (3.3) implies that /pi(a) -a(p)1 <E for i2 i,. The proof is 
complete. 
Concluding Remarks. As mentioned in the Introduction it was proved 
in [3] that if X is totally disconnected, then any quasi-state is linear. By 
virtue of Theorem 4.1 this means that any quasi-measure in a totally dis- 
connected compact Hausdorff space is indeed a Bore1 measure. We also 
mention here that if X = [ CI, fi] G R then any quasi-measure in X is a Bore1 
measure because C(X) is singly generated in this case. In fact, we may note 
that if ,u~ is a positive set function defined on all finite unions of closed 
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intervals and on all finite unions of open intervals in [a, 61 and otherwise 
satisfies the conditions of Proposition 5.1 then pO will have a unique 
extensidn to a regular Bore1 measure in X. If X is the unit circle then C(X) 
is no longer singly generated, but it still remains true that any quasi-state 
on C(X) is linear. A discussion of this and other related problems for more 
general spaces will appear elsewhere. 
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